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A HIGHLY LIKELY CLUSTERABLE DATA MODEL WITH NO
CLUSTERS
MIREILLE BOUTIN AND ALDEN BRADFORD
Abstract. We propose a model for a dataset in RD that does not contain
any clusters but yet is such that a projection of the points on a random one-
dimensional subspace is likely to yield a clustering of the points. This model
is compatible with some recent empirical observations.
1. Introduction
It has been observed in previous work [2] that when a real high-dimensional
dataset is projected onto a randomly chosen one-dimensional subspace, the resulting
one-dimensional distribution is likely to be bi-modal. Analysis of the pairwise
distances between the points in high-dimension has suggested that such data is
not clustered in the traditional sense, as points within the same cluster are not
significantly closer together than they are to points in other clusters [3]. In fact, the
different clusterings obtained by random projection do not necessarily correspond
to the same grouping of the points. Thus clustering real data appears to be a
fundamentally ill-posed problem, even when the clustering criterion is well-defined.
In this work, we seek to provide an answer to the question posed in [3], namely:
what kind of structure in the high-dimensional space would create this phenome-
non? Specifically, we are looking for a structure that is organized in such a way
that
(1) a projection of the points on a random one-dimensional subspace is likely
to uncover a binary clustering of the points;
(2) the collection of clusterings obtained by performing several projections are
not consistent with the existence of a clustering of the points in the high-
dimensional space, namely
- their projection directions are different;
- the grouping of the points they define are different;
- in the high-dimensional space, the within-cluster distances are not
significantly smaller than the between-cluster distances.
In the following, we define a clustering as a partition of a set of points such
that the within-class scatter (i.e., the sum of the variances of each class weighted
by their relative number of points) is less than the between-class scatter (i.e., the
sum of the squared distances between the mean of each class and the dataset mean,
weighted by their relative number of points.)
We begin by constructing a model that satisfies Property (1), but not Property
(2), in Section 2. The points of that model are drawn from two sufficiently far away
Gaussian distributions. Section 3 presents a model compatible with Property (2)
but not Property (1). Specifically, the model has no cluster and several directions
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of projection that yield different clusterings, but a random projection of the data
is not likely to uncover these clusterings. That model is built by picking the points
on the vertices of a hypercube. Section 4 presents a model satisfying both Property
(1) and Property (2). That model is a box obtained by stretching the previous
hypercube model along each of its dimensions following a geometric progression.
We discuss implications related to data rescaling in Section 5, and conclude in
Section 6.
2. A highly likely clusterable Model
It is not too difficult to construct a set of points that satisfy Property (1), that
is to say a set of points whose projection onto a random line through the origin is
likely to be bi-modal when the line is chosen following a uniform distribution. A
simple way to do this is to draw the points from a mixture of two Gaussian that
are far way enough with respect to the space dimension.
Consider a scale mixture of two identical, spherical Gaussians with equal priors,
separated by some distance a. A random variable X drawn from this mixture can
be written as X = ND + aeY , where ND is a standard normal random variable in
RD, Y is a Bernoulli random variable with p = 12 , and e ∈ RD is a unit vector. The
random variable Y can be thought of as the signal, and the random variable ND
can be thought of as symmetric, Gaussian-distributed noise. As we show below,
if a is large enough, we can use random projection to uncover the presence of the
signal Y within the noise ND.
In order to uncover the structure of X by projecting onto a vector v, some
component of v must be in the direction of e. Suppose v is sampled uniformly
from the zero-centered unit sphere sitting in RD. As the following lemma shows,
in high dimensions D, the distribution of v · e becomes very sharply peaked at 0.
Lemma 1. Suppose {Dk} is a sequence with Dk → ∞ and suppose {ak} is a
sequence such that ak/
√
Dk → a0. As k approaches infinity, the random variable
akv · e converges in distribution to a normally distributed random variable,
lim
k→∞
akv · e = a0N1.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume e = (1, 0, . . . , 0). One way of selecting
a random direction v is to take v = (N1, . . . , NDk)/|(N1, . . . , NDk)| with {Ni}
independent normal random variables. Then:
akv · e = ak√
Dk
N1
√
Dk
N21 + · · ·+ N2Dk
.
By the law of large numbers Dk
N21+···+N2Dk
converges in distribution to 1.
Now recall Slutsky’s theorem, which states in particular that for two sequences
of random variables {Xn} and {Yn}, if Xn → X and Yn → c in distribution for
some distribution X and some constant c, then XnYn → Xc in distribution. Apply
this theorem with Xk =
ak√
Dk
N1 and Yk =
ak√
Dk
√
Dk
N21+···+N2Dk
, and the proof is
complete.

We can interpret this intuitively as saying that for a fixed dimension D, the
random variable v · e is approximately distributed as 1√
D
N1, that is, a normal
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random variable with mean 0 and variance 1/D. This quantifies the sense in which
random vectors in high dimensions are “mostly nearly orthogonal.”
In order to quantify whether random projection is useful, we take a Bayesian
perspective. After projection, one can use a thresholding to classify a sample point
x as corresponding to either Y = 1 or Y = 0. The probability of error of that
classification depends on the threshold value. We use the minimum probability of
error E over all possible threshold values in order to quantify to what extent this
projection is divided into two clusters.
Since ND is spherically symmetric, the distribution of v ·ND is simply N1. Then
v ·X is distributed as N1 +Y a(e ·v). This gives us the following simple expression
for E.
Lemma 2. For any projection vector v, the minimum probability of error E is
given by Φ(− 12a|e · v|), where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of a unit
normal random variable.
Proof. Regardless of v, one of the clusters after projection will be a unit normal
distribution centered at the origin. The other cluster will also be a unit normal
distribution, but its center depends on a and v as ae · v. The ideal threshold will
be at their midpoint 12ae · v, and this produces the stated error. 
By Lemma 1, e ·v is distributed approximately as 1√
D
N1, so E is approximately
distributed as Φ(− a
2
√
D
|N1|). This distribution is skewed toward values close to its
maximum of 12 when
a
2
√
D
< 1, and skewed toward values close to its minimum of
0 when a
2
√
D
> 1.
Notice a2/4 is precisely the between-class scatter defined in the introduction.
The within-class scatter is precisely D. Hence, the distribution of E is skewed
toward zero precisely when the the between-class scatter is more than the within-
class scatter. That is, we find the projection reliably by random projection when
the two Gaussians form clusters in RD.
3. A model with no clusters but clusterable in many different ways
In the model considered in Section 2, the noise was many-dimensional and the
underlying structure to be discovered was one dimensional. Here we present a
model in RD that has meaningful structure in each of its dimensions. As a result,
the structure can be clustered in at least D different ways by projection. However,
the structure itself contains no cluster in RD.
Let Y = (Y1, Y2, . . . , YD) be composed of independent Bernoulli random variables
Yi with p =
1
2 . This random variable takes as its values points on the vertices of a
unit hypercube in RD. Note that such a hypercube has 2D vertices, and so a very
large number of non-repeated samples can potentially be drawn following such a
model. For example, in dimension D = 20, such a dataset could contain over a
million points without any repetition.
The random variable Y may be visualized as having equal probability of lying on
each the vertices of a hypercube in RD. This encapsulates the idea that there are
many independent features in the data set which we hope to recover by projecting
onto a subspace. Specifically, if we project onto one of the axes, say axis i, then we
would get a perfect binary split in the data, that is to say a perfect classification
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for the two classes Yi = 0 and Yi = 1. For any of these projections, the value of the
minimum classification error by thresholding is E = 0.
However, splitting the data after projection onto an axis would separate some
points which are only one unit apart, while placing within a group points which are
much farther apart, up to a maximum distance of
√
D. Thus the clusters obtained
by projection do not correspond to a clustering of the points in RD. In fact, any
separation of the points into groups would have to intersect with at least one edge
between two adjacent vertices, and thus by the same argument the dataset itself
does not contain any cluster in RD.
This situation does not present a high likelihood of finding structure by random
projection. As Diaconis and Freedman note in their paper [1], one-dimensional pro-
jections of points sampled from this distribution will generally be indistinguishable
from points sampled from a Gaussian distribution.
4. A model with no cluster but likely clusterable
Now we modify the model of Section 3 in such a way to increase the proba-
bility of finding a good linear separation by random projection. This is done by
stretching the cube into a box with carefully chosen edge sizes. Specifically, let
X = (a1Y1, a2Y2, . . . , aDYD). As a way of fixing scale, let a1 = 1.
To motivate our choice of the other {ai}, recall that we consider a separation of
the points to be a cluster if the within-class scatter is smaller than the between-class
scatter. In our specific case, we would consider the split along axis k to be a binary
clustering of the modified hypercube if a2k >
∑
i6=k a
2
i . One way of ensuring this
never occurs is to simply take a2k =
∑
i<k a
2
k. This gives us a recursive definition for
each ak, which resolves to the solution a
2
k = 2
k−2 for 2 ≤ k ≤ D. Thus, a geometric
progression of ak presents itself naturally. We consider below a generalization of
this, where a2k = r
k−2 for some 1 ≤ r ≤ 2. When r = 1 the model is precisely the
cube considered in Section 3. When r > 2, there is a cluster formed by separating
the data along dimension D, hence we exclude this case.
For example, let us look at the three-dimensional case D = 3. We then have
a1 = a2 = 1 and a3 =
√
r, and so the dataset contains the eight points: p1 =
(0, 0, 0) p2 = (0, 0,
√
r) p3 = (0, 1, 0) p4(0, 1,
√
r) p5(1, 0, 0) p6(1, 0,
√
r) p7(1, 1, 0)
p8(1, 1,
√
r). Projection can yield one of three different clusterings: either accord-
ing to the first dimension {p1, p2, p3, p4}{p5, p6, p7, p8} or according to the sec-
ond dimension {p1, p2, p5, p6}{p3, p4, p7, p8} or according to the third dimension
{p1, p3, p5, p7}{p2, p4, p6, p8}. Of these, the last clustering is the most pronounced,
since the distance between the clusters is
√
r. However, the within-class scatter
is 14 (a
2
1 + a
2
2) =
1
2 while the between-class scatter is
1
4a
2
3 = r/4. Since we im-
posed r ≤ 2 we know the within-class scatter is larger, and so the clusters are not
separated enough to meet our clustering criterion.
The above argument shows that this model does not have any clusters. However,
as we will now demonstrate, the probability of finding a highly separable projection
at random is not small. Although many types of clusterings may be possible after
projection, we will restrict our attention to clusterings which correspond to one of
the Yk, that is, where in one class we have Yk = 0 and in the other class we have
Yk = 1.
Suppose we project via a vector v = (N1, . . . , ND) where each Ni is a standard
Gaussian. We will consider the probability that this produces a good separation
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Figure 1. The probability of finding a good separation by random
projection, for various values of r and D.
corresponding to Yk, for some k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , D}. Note that after projection, each
data point is of the form
∑D
i=1 aiYiNi. Treating ai and Ni as fixed constants, the
variance of class 1 where Yk = 0 will be
V ar
∑
i 6=k
aiYiNi
 =∑
i 6=k
(aiNi)
2V ar(Yi) =
1
4
∑
i6=k
(aiNi)
2.
The variance of class 2 is the same, and the between-class scatter is 14 (akNk)
2.
Hence, we will have a clustering after projection corresponding to Yk when∑
i 6=k
(aiNi)
2 < (akNk)
2.
We simulated 1,000,000 random vectors v and checked for which fraction of
these vectors there was a k such that
∑
i 6=k(aiNi)
2 < (akNk)
2. We performed
this experiment for various values of r and D. The results are shown in Figure 1.
As the number of dimensions increases, the curves appear to converge. As we
would predict, the probability of a good separation at r = 1 approaches zero as D
increases. However, for even a modest increase in r (for example to r = 1.2), the
probability of finding a good separation remains at a reasonable level of 10%.
We have shown that this box with several choices for r contains no clusters as
we have defined them in RD, while still having a significant chance of uncovering
a bi-modal structure by random projection. Also, there are several meaningful
separations which could in principle be found by projection, namely by projecting
onto any of the coordinate axis.
5. Note about Data Rescaling
The previous hypercube and the box models are very similar, as one is a linear
transformation of the other. So any separating projection of the box model could
also be found in the hypercube. The only difference is how likely one might find a
separating direction of projections when drawing at random.
A common pre-processing step is to whiten data before examining it. If we were
to whiten the box, however, we would get something like the hypercube model.
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Figure 2. Whitening data can make it harder to find good projec-
tions. Left : unprocessed data. Here it is easy to find the direction
of separation as fairly large inaccuracies still yield a clear sepa-
ration. Right : whitened data. Here it is more difficult to find
the one good direction as the noise blurs the separation unless the
separation direction is very accurately chosen.
This would make the separations of the many different signals present in the data
harder to find.
Why does this occur? We can draw a picture which illustrates the phenomenon,
which was already quantified in Section 2. Consider the two-dimensional example
presented in Figure 2. Whitening has the effect of amplifying the noise, while
diminishing the signal. As a result, there is less room for inaccuracy when choosing
a dimension of projection for clustering. Thus this decreases the probability of
hitting a separating direction.
6. Conclusion
We have presented three models of interest for high-dimensional data. The first
one, a mixture of two far away Gaussians, illustrates how a large distance between
existing clusters in the data increases the chance of finding the separation by random
one-dimensional projection. However, clusters are only found by projection in that
model if clusters exist in the original data. The second one, a hypercube, illustrates
the facts that, even if a data set does not contain any cluster, it is possible to reveal
clusters by one-dimensional projection. Furthermore, there may be several different
directions of projections that lead to equally valid, but different, clusterings of the
data.
The third one, a box, combines the properties of the other two models. It has
no cluster, can be clustered in several different ways by one-dimensional projection,
and the likelihood of finding a good direction of projections has been increased by
scaling the data in different directions following a geometric sequence. This last
model could potentially explain recent observations concerning real datasets.
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